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Peace to you, Shulammite maiden! Waiting tears at the heart of hope. 
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Love is solution, 
when we find it. 
The branch 
of the cherry tree 
wafts its secrets 
over our heads. 
It whispers 
"Here," I said and 
pointed with a finger, 
"here sat that still 
believing heart." 
Somewhere when the senses 
were confounded, 
hunters had concealed 
the virgin's heart. 
Children of the fountains 
mouths stood open. 
Gateways to the garden 
were ajar. 
Even in our mouths the 
breath was broken. 
Somewhere in the heights a 
dying star. 
The price of arrogance is exile. The price 
of rebellion is defeat. --We were innocent as 
children. 
"What is love?" the outsiders challenged. "/ s God 
a fallacy for mortal lust?" Innocence is trampled 
and trust is smothered 
by hatred's hate. 
In Kabba/ah there is written: It is good to join 
what should be joined and to part 
what should be parted. It is evil 
to join what should not be joined 
and to part what should not be paned. 
Indifference too is evil. 
The Mythic Circle #12, pg. 42 
Somewhere there arose 
the eyes of loving. 
Bright the lights of angels 
shone above. 
Somewhere in the forest 
haunts were murmurs. 
Footsteps had defiled 
the chamber doors. 
In your tomorrow a prince is hidden. In 
the wonder 
of your body aflame is at rest. 
Awaken, o flame of consciousness, 
beside your mother's waters! (She who was 
noblest 
in giving-for she gave herself, illumined 
the alien to the dignity of sacrifice.) With eyes 
she spoke: "God is the quietest ... " 
Emerge 
out of silence, o Shulammite; 
silence that is haven in your absence of home. 
Remove this burden in exchange for another. 
Let the prince break out of living darkness. 
Let his voice send peace to shores 
and waters, touching islands and hinterlands. 
I am no Solomon before your grandeur, 
but a desert Elijah with a cloak of faith. 
Peace to you, Shulammue maiden! 
Waiting 
tears at the heart of hope. But love is as 
strong as deaih=afire out of Heaven flaming, 
flashes of the floor of corundum, sapphires 
of the highest throne; the vital force of the hayyot, 
the light that scintillates from ofanim who turn 
in constant rapture of the King who is a Queen, 
of the Queen who is King 
and more. 
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"I am dark but lovely, daughters of Jerusalem." 
-Song of Songs 
The Mythic Circle #12, pg. 43 
Had we known before, Shulammite 
woman, 
the measure of time, the season appointed! 
But who receives the tradition between life's 
lines? 
Reads white fire on black fire written? 
The message of dancing letters? 
Who could have heard 
So complete a summons? --Ufe is confusion! 
Silence 
is your medium, guardian of the vineyard 
primeval cherub. Where is the maiden 
who smelled of the orchard? The watchmen 
struck us 
when our hearts were broken. 
They left us sundered 
and we longed for mending. 
"Mostly," the gift tree whispers, 
"a phoenix from ashes, 
shoes for the exile, eyes 
for blind Rachel." 
'Take me! 
for I am given 
by the Lord of life 
as a gift 
to your labors, 
that you learn 
the circle of passion 
that grows 
from these tender blossoms, 
and eat 
the red twilights 
of coming and going 
in union. 
Mostly this: 
You must rejoice!" 
